DC Operations services
Best practices are good to talk, better to implement. In critical facilities, Lethargy in this
mater are catasptrophic. Outages are manmade, lack of managerial frame work to ensure
best practices are also humane error. Our service make the difference here.
Our quality cautious uncompromising leadership, with specialliy designed procedures & best
practices as per uptime operational sustainability standards, will ensure that proactive
operations & maintenance procedures are practiced in facilities

Following DC Operations & maintenance services ensure that the always on
enterprise is implemented in facility that will be easy for the Uptime operational
sustainability certification. This service is a major differentiator in the market.

• Operational strategy & Best practice consulting
Several data centres owners operate data centres by themselves. The
competencies in implementing best practices in the datacenter is limited in these
cases. Our data centre operations consulting service will identify possible gaps in
best practices so that the datacenter can achieve the design objectives of Energy
Efficiency and Availability.
It is to be noted that even though the design and construct facilities are not certified
still The facility can apply for operational certification from uptime Institute, in case
the operations are done as per operational sustainability standards of Hudson
Institute
This certificate is having tremendous value in the market and owners can have
exceptional advantages compared to their competitors in the industry
This certification implies that the facility is certified as one of the best data centres in
the world. take advantage of this service and get local competitive advantage over
your competitors
We are the unique agency to do this work in India. We are specialised in providing
consulting for the data centre from the AS IS state to the required state in data
centre operations certification.

• Operational Documentation
Data centre operation documentation choose an enormous for an ordinary
organisation to take care. the criticality and uniqueness of data centre operations
makes it more complex for an ordinary DC manager to manage.

our Uptime certified specialised resources will make this task easier for you so that
the best of the system implemented in your premise for your customer

• Operate &Manage Data center
Operating and managing a data centre a specialised classic task. It needs variety of
skills like client facing,vendor management , technology management,crisis
management,documentation, process development etc..
it needs man management, mission management and equipment management to
obtain the desired Tier objectives and Energy Management targets.
All process in data centre operations and maintenance should be qualified for the
rigorous test of Proactive, practice and informed.
Variety of services including training services, assessment services, consulting
services documentation services etc.. are put in for implementing best practice in
every technology and process .
we are the only agency in India with focused integrated approach in data center
operations

• O&M Pre certification service
The most strict requirement in data centre operation is Uptime certification for
operational sustainability.This is a major task and the skill required for the
certification in the market is very less. This lack of skills was bottleneck in achieving
the certificate and objectives.
With these services we ensure that the operation and maintenance in the datacenter
is implemented completely in accordance with the requirement of uptime
sustainability standard requirement
In short state of art technology employees state of art operation of passengers and
the best practices compromise in any sense can results in failures & loss of
reputation.
Instead, take advantage of market Supremacy in your industry by ensuring best
practices for data centre.
Entrust this task to you are qualified operations partner

